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Abstract: Time-varying electromagnetic fields (PMF) and
static magnetic fields (10-4000 Gauss) have produced
physiologically meaningful bioeffects despite their vastly
dffirent physical properties. This study considers the
biophysical characteristics of each signal and compares the
cellular and clinical results to those expected -fro*
predictions of dosimetry calculations. It is shown that both
static and time-varying fields can be configured to couple
to the same target, resulting in similar therapeutic fficts.

INTRODUCTION
Bioeffects from PMF and static B signals are almost
certainly due to the informational content of each signal
type. For a time-varying field this information is encoded in
the particular signal amplitude and frequency spectrum
which can be "understood" by electrochemical processes at
macromolecules, either free or in the cell membrane. The
cell array tissue model provides a description of the manner
by which the time-varying field may be configured for
optimal coupling to the kinetics of the target [1]. Thermal
thresholds (SNR) may be evaluated for induced electric

for any membrane
A static magnetic field may be detected in an ion
binding pathway via Larmor precession. The Larmor
frequency couples to the same time constant as that to
which electric fields couple. This provides a means to
predict bioeffect based on the dosimetry of electric (via
fields from any PMF signal, and

kinetics.

frequency spectrum) and magnetic (via Larmor frequency)
fields.
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macromolecule will be considered.

Assuming first order binding kinetics, the effect

of a

time-varying electric field E(ro) on rate is [1]:
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f(or) is the frequency dependence of the surface
concentration of the bound ion, ks is the rate constant and ö
is a constant yielding the change in bound charge to first
order in E(co). This may be written as a binding impedance

where

z6(a):
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This approach may be applied to Caz*lCaM binding.
Linearized Michaelis-Menton kinetics lead to [2]:
V^u*
(4)
Lca2' caM l(l + K o /lca2'l)
where Vr.* is the maximal reaction rate, i.e. the slope of the
the
corresponding Lineweaver-Burke plot and KD

kt

is

equilibrium constant. The Michaelis-Menton relation thus
determines k6, i.e., defines the binding time constant for use
in equation 3. Employing numerical values for which EMF

sensitivity has been reported l2l, V.u*:6.5x10-7sec-r,
fCa2*1:2.tpM, Kp:30pM, yields an estimate for k6:665
sec-r (rlon=1.5 msec). Using this, SNR was evaluated as a

of the

shown in Figure

electric fields the cell anay, which utilizes a distributed
parameter electrical equivalent circuit to represent cells in
gap junction contact, allows comparison with thermal
fluctuations via SNR []. To illustrate, ion binding at a
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duration

sinusoidal waves (PRI) at

The most basic requirement a PMF signal must meet to
achieve a physiologically meaningful bioeffect is that it be
l). For induced
detectable above thermal noise (SNR

r(ar)

Ri,,n*

where Rion : l/ök5 and Cion:ö are the analog resistance and
capacitance of the ion binding pathway. The value of the
series circuit time constant, T;on : R;onxCion, is related to the
rate-determining kinetic step via rlon : R;onxCion : l/k6. To
evaluate SNR for this target the quantity of interest is the
effective voltage, Er(o) across the capacitor, C;on, directly
proportional to the instantaneous concentration of the
binding ion []. SNR: V(ro)/RMS[S"(r,r)], where V(ro) is
the voltage across the binding pathway and RMS is the root
mean square value (Volts) of the thermal noise spectrum,

function
PMF DOSIMETRY
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of a burst of 0.2G 27MHz
I burst/sec. Typical results are

wherein

it may be seen that

as burst

increases (65ps to 500ps), SNR increases
dramatically. This is because the amplitude of lowfrequency field components increases with burst width

width

allowing more optimal signal matching (tuning) for this ion
binding target.
The validity of the cell anaylSNR approach was tested
at the enzyme, cellular and animal level using a clinical
PRF signal as reference. The clinical PRF signal consists of
a 65psec burst of 27.l2MHz sinusoidal waves, repeating at
600bursts/sec inducing ^"2G peak magnetic field. The
retuned PRF signals were as described above. The results
[2] showed the standard clinical (2.0G 65ps) and retuned
(0.2G 500ps) PRF signals caused 195% vs 2l7Yo (P<.01)
increase in myosin phosphorylation; 46Yo vs 43% (P<.01)
increase in neurite outgrowth length from dorsal root
ganglia explants; and 43oÄ vs 39Yo (P<.03) and increase in

torsional breaking strength

in a

rabbit fibula

model,

respectively. In all cases the retuned PRF signal produced a
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result which was not significantly different from that
obtained with the original clinical signal configuration,
despite having l0x less amplitude and 600x fewer bursts
per signal repetition. The predictions of this model for the
effect of PRF burst width were satisfied when the burst
duration was reduced from 500 to 65 psec, both at 0.2G and
I burst/sec, resulting in no significant effect vs controls in
the myosin and nerve regeneration models (fig l). It is of
interest to note that Caz*lCaM is involved in the modulation
of neurite outgrowth and bone repair, suggesting that the
Ca2* binding model may indeed have physiological
relevance in all tested models.

frequency upon magnetic field amplitude which, in the case

of a single ion, is given by co1:qB l2m, where q is the
charge and m the mass of the precessing ion. Assuming
Ca2* bound

periods

to one water molecule in the binding site, the

of

Larmor precession corresponding

to

the

frequency window within which the 500psec PRF signal is
effective (fig 1) range from = 0.1 to 3 msec. This suggests

magnetic fields between

^, l0-1000G, as well as PRF
be capable of

signals configured as above, should

producing a physiologically meaningful result for systems
dependent upon Ca'- binding kinetics assumed here. An
example is shown in figure 2.
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Dependence of SNR for Ca2*lcaly'r binding upon
PRF burst width. In the 102-103 Hzrange SNR > lfor the

Figure

500ps signal and SNR <
the latter to be ineffective.

I

for the 65ps signal, predicting

STATIC B DOSIMETRY
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Figure 2: Comparison of the effect of a 0.2G 500 ps PRF

B on neurite outgrowth from
embryonic chick ganglia explants. Both signals produce =
2x increase in neurite leneth vs controls.
signal and 450G static

CONCLUSION

Static magnetic fields in the l-4000G range have been
reported to have significant therapeutic benefit, particularly
for treatment of pain and edema from musculoskeletal

injuries and pathologies. Recent double blind clinical
studies provide convincing evidence that the use of a simple
magnet significantly reduces pain in post-polio patients;
discoloration, edema and pain post suction lipectomy; and
the symptoms of fibromyalgia (pain, sleep disorders).

The Larmor precession model postulates that
modulation of precessional motion at the Larmor frequency
of

charged particles (ions/ligands and/or water) bound
inside a binding site by applied magnetic fields affects
kinetics t3]. Larmor precession effectively converts the
magnetic field amplitude into a frequency determined by

the gyromagnetic ratio of the target. Each Larmor
fiequency determines the time to reach favored
orientation(s), resulting in a modulation of binding kinetics
via the time constant defined in the electrical equivalent

circuit analog for binding (equation 3). Thus, magnetic
fields, via the Larmor frequency, and electric fields, via
impedance, can couple to the same ion binding pathway,
suggesting both signals could modulate the same target
pathway in the same system, given equivalent dosimetry.
Whereas dosimetry may be predicted using a simple
thermal threshold (SNR) analysis for PMF signals, for static
fields it is done by comparing Larmor precession frequency
to the binding rate constant for the static magnetic field. In
this case dosimetry is simply the dependence of Larmor

The analyses presented in this study strongly suggest
if ion/ligand binding with known kinetics is the EMFsensitive target, any pulsing or static magnetic field may be
predictively configured to achieve the correct dosimetry for
a physiologically meaningful bioeffect. This may provide
that,

part

of the

basis

of a unified theory for weak EMF

bioeffects.
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